HOFFMAN EXPECTS GOVERNMENT O.K. ON FLYING SCHOOL

Within the next three months, the Kenyon School of Aeronautics will be admitted as a government approved school by the Department of Commerce. According to Hallock B. Hoffman, Associate Professor in Charge of the course, the course will be open to students within the next five or six months. The field, large and having smooth runways, has already begun on the ground. The Department of Aeronautics in its report finding that it is possible to make a landing from the field in any case will be expanded and workable. The hangars are in the best of condition and the field is in a constant state of repair.

This year, Hoffman announced, the rate for flying license is reduced to one dollar plus a dollar a half per hour with a minimum number of hours per flight of two hours.

CHALMERS, BROUZE TO TALK AT SMOKER

Members of Former Squad Will Attend

Kenyon Alumni returning to the alma mater for the annual September meeting will be entertained by a varied group of events. One morning they are invited to visit regular classes. Among these classes are included the tennis exhibition, a pole and pommel exhibition, and the Kenyon-Heidelberg football game which will be played in the afternoon. At that time the football port will also be open for inspection, while the swimming pool will open later in the afternoon.

In the evening the annual alumni social for this year's class graduates are also invited, will take place in the Athletic Hall.

DEBATE

Fire!

Sophomore debaters nearly succeeded in burning in the old college building during the Friday evening. Quick action by the firemen equipped with extinguishers and water hose prevented the fire from spreading into the wood pila for tonight's rally.

R. C. Lord Publishes Scientific Treatise

The Heat Capacities of Gases. This treatise, the subject of a scientific article published in the Journal of the American Statistical Association, by Mr. R. C. Lord, a junior of Kenyon College, has been published recently under the editorship of the Journal of the American Statistical Association.

The treatise is a valuable contribution to the subject of heat capacities of gases, and is especially adapted to the study of the behavior of gases in the expansions of engines and in the interpretation of the heat capacities of gases.

The theoretical and experimental approach of the treatise is well adapted to the needs of those who are interested in the study of the properties of gases, and the treatise is a valuable addition to the existing literature on the subject.

SHAWN

Freshmen Eager for Canes Rush; Cram Hardens Them To Battle

WOLFGRE CHOKED RING CLUB HEAD

The Riding and Polo Club held an informal meeting of their old members on Wed., Oct. 11. It was a very successful meeting, and today the club is developing into a very good ring club. At the meeting, the officers were elected, and the new members of the club were introduced to the members of the old Kenyon ring club.

FRESHMEN

Chalmers, Brouze to Talk at Smoker

Declaration

Editor's Note: This document was presented to the "Col-
grange" Board for publication by a member of the Kenyon speech team. It has been submitted to each member of the board and to a few members of the staff. Those who have commented on it are listed below. The members are in agreement that the document is of interest to the Kenyon Spirit.

Debate

The belief that the plain talk of every man sharing his opinion is so greatly needed, that W. Ray Ashford
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Junior College
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Glen E. Hollinger
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R. C. Lord talks will be given by Mr. E. W. Smith, President of the Alumni Council, President Gordon K. Chalmers, R. R. Brown, M. Alan G. Gordon, C. H. Howard, and C. E. Poole.

Conrad kitten, head of the class of 1934, would give a recital in recognition of the great teams including Mr. W. W. W. and 23, which Kenyon has played in the past.

Mr. Huffman is a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity,ee School. The annual South,

Mr. Huffman is a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. The next two editions to the question, however, and it is expected that the sophomores as well as interpretive speakers from the beginning of the season will be ready.

Expressed the belief that with the current financial situation this is of no small consequence.

The right of a man to talk at a Smoker, especially in a college like Kenyon, is considered very important. The Smoker has been an important event in the college life of the members of the class of 1934, and it is expected that this year's Smoker will be a great success.

Mr. Huffman has been a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity for two years, and he is expected to be one of the leading speakers at the Smoker.
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Declaración

"Quito merece ser una zona turística de inspiración, con el objetivo de incrementar la diversidad y la calidad de la oferta turística."

Drummond estimated that the total number of tourists that had visited the city in the past year was around 1.5 million. He also noted that the majority of tourists came during the summer months, with a peak in July and August.

Drummond added that the city was working on improving its infrastructure, including the construction of new hotels and the expansion of the airport. He also mentioned that the city was promoting eco-tourism, focusing on nature and wildlife.

Drummond concluded by expressing his hope that the city would continue to attract more tourists in the future, and that the local economy would benefit from the increased tourism.

Drummond ended his speech by thanking the audience for their attention and, once again, expressing his enthusiasm for the city and its potential as a tourist destination.

Drummond's speech was well received by the audience, who applauded and congratulated him on his insightful and positive view of the city's tourism industry.

Drummond thanked them for their support and invited everyone to visit his city and experience its unique and diverse tourism opportunities.
MEET ME UNDER THE CLOCK
AT THE
BILTMORE
Special Rooms Rates extended to Faculty and Students

The College Department is ever ready to give you assistance.

The Biltmore has won the unique distinction of having the largest college patronage in New York because of the thoughtfulness of college needs.

THE BILTMORE
David B. Mulligan, President
Madison Avenue & 40th St., N. Y. C.

Direct elevator and stairway connections with Grand Central.

The ALCOVE
Restaurant
Candy Shop
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Ake, Sted Aho Will Attend Reunion
Saturday, Oct. 18, will see the reunion for the first time since they left Kenyon. Forty-four of the greatest pole

Pritz was not substituting for Charlie White who will be able to play for several weeks. Captain Eberle stated that there will be no admission charged but that any contrib-

All Intercollegiate Polo has Kenyon, the Mount, and Drake. The Mideastern field is

For the first time in the history of Intercollegiate Polo, Kenyon was defeated by
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Kenyon's football will remember the weekend of the Rochester game long after many games in which they held the higher score. The words of Captain Gabe Pao- lucci symbolized the feeling of the team after the roasting welcome of the student body gave them after their hard fought 13-0 defeat at Rochester. Remarkable, "The roasting greeting of the football team received was the most wonderful thing that has happened to me in four years of football. To have so many coming after losing the game certainly did things to me in Rochester just had too much manpower. They blocked me 50 men and always substi- tuted 5 men all afternoon. This naturally just wore our boys out," Kenyon has made the trip to Rochester will verify that the Lords were badly outnumbered as well as outweighted.

Everyone on the team second thrilled at the reception the Kenyon student body gave them but each had a different comment on the game. Chained Bill Lane, Kenyon's right end, "If we had played the first half like we played the second half the score might have been different. Dawn Taylor, left end, sophomore center, added "The score should have been 6-0. It was a moral victory for us." (Dr. Likenske of the Cleveland Plaza Dealer rated Rochester 20 points better than Kenyon.)

Jack Devitt remarked, "I have never been blocked so hard in all my life as those Rochester boys hit me." Chained Jack Berino, "Roches- ter just outclassed us. That boy Bruckel who scored both of Rochester's touchdowns on long runs is of very little All- America caliber."

Chuck Irwin pessimistically said, "Our game was spotty in places and our offense only clicked once. However our guarding attack was the best so far this season."

Team Gratified by Reception
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